
BlastBlock advises to use only BlastBlock products and accessories 
to guarantee the soundproofing results.

A medium duty fully automatic door seal that is
morticed into the bottom of the door. It is operated by 
pressure on an actuator that operates the internal 
mechanism. Silicon rubber gasket allows this seal to be 
used in fire door applications. This seal can also be fitted 
into a hollow bottom section of an aluminium door.

NHBWS is a PVC extruded acoustic and smoke seal. It is 
self adhesive and installed in the corner of the door 
frames, either timber and steel. It is able to be used on 
new and retrofit applications.

A medium duty fully automatic door seal that is morticed 
into the bottom of the door. It is operated by pressure on an 
actuator that operates the internal mechanism. Silicon 
rubber gasket allows this seal to be used in fire door 
applications. This seal can also be fitted into a hollow 
bottom section of an aluminium door.

BBSDJ 1000 is a slimline door frame seal which has very 
good acoustic properties. A very quick and easy seal to 
install on the door frame and can be used a door jamb in 
light duty applications. Is adjustable through the 
concealed fixing slots for a precise fit. Very quick and easy 
to install without the need to remove the door.
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BlastBlock advises to use only BlastBlock products and accessories to guarantee the soundproofing results.

BB-SF 920 

BLASTBLOCK FACE FIXED DOOR BOTTOM SEAL

A medium duty fully automatic door seal that is

morticed into the bottom of the door. It is operated by pressure on an actuator that operates the internal mechanism. Silicon rubber gasket allows this seal to be used in fire door applications. This seal can also be fitted into a hollow bottom section of an aluminium door.

BB-SSJ 1000 

BLASTBLOCK SELF ADHESIVE PERIMETER DOOR SEAL



NHBWS is a PVC extruded acoustic and smoke seal. It is self adhesive and installed in the corner of the door frames, either timber and steel. It is able to be used on new and retrofit applications.

BB-SM 920 

BLASTBLOCK MORTICED BOTTOM DOOR SEAL

A medium duty fully automatic door seal that is morticed into the bottom of the door. It is operated by pressure on an actuator that operates the internal mechanism. Silicon rubber gasket allows this seal to be used in fire door applications. This seal can also be fitted into a hollow bottom section of an aluminium door.

BB-SDJ 1000 

BLASTBLOCK SLIMLINE PERIMETER DOOR SEAL

BBSDJ 1000 is a slimline door frame seal which has very good acoustic properties. A very quick and easy seal to install on the door frame and can be used a door jamb in light duty applications. Is adjustable through the concealed fixing slots for a precise fit. Very quick and easy to install without the need to remove the door.
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BLASTBLOCK
SOUNDPROOFING

BlastBlock, the high-performance noise insulation material that uses very little space but has incredible noise reduction capabilities. BlastBlock, Noise Stopper, Blocks Acoustic Noise, Improved Transmission Loss All-in-one: Noise control, noise insulation, noise abatement., soundproofing. 



blast-block.com
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